14              INTRODUCTION
Next, in an age which in spite of two savage wars is still too
ready to look askance at the barbarity of its predecessors and to
censure the occasional brutalities that Homer seems to condone,
I cannot help dwelling on the tenderness which he expresses (or
rather, in some subtle manner, causes us to feel) for all those
whom fate or their own follies have afflicted or cast down. I am
thinking of the luckless young Elpenor, 'not much of a fighting
man, nor very strong in the head'; of the woman-slave grinding
corn in the handmill, who was 'not so vigorous as the rest'; of
the stricken Calypso's lament; of Odysseus' mother, pining in
heartache Tor his wise and gentle ways'; of the great Otus and
Ephialtes, destroyed before the down came curling on their
cheeks'; of Cassandra's dying cry, which lingered so long in
Agamemnon^s ears; of the lonely Circe, * decking herself out' in
vain to meet Odysseus; of the faithful Eumaeus, braving the in-
clement night to sleep with his pigs; of his Phoenician nurse cut
off in the midst of her successful crime by Artemis with her
gentle darts; of the suitor Amphinomus, *a thoroughly decent
fellow', who had his warning but did not heed it; of the dog
Argus, too old and weak to greet his master with more than a
wag of the tail; of the netted birds,(who meet death where they
had only looked for sleep'; of the souls of the vanquished Suitors
'following the Deliverer down the dark paths of decay'; of
Odysseus' old father, Lacrtcs, expressing his misery in rustic
clothes; and of the blinded Cyclops with his words of endear-
ment to his darling ram - perhaps the most interesting case of all,
for here Homer actually succeeds in enlisting our sympathy for
a cruel and disgusting monster, and does so to the detriment of
his own hero, much as in Shakespeare's Tempest the more our
hearts are wrung for the unfortunate Caliban the more thor-
oughly do we dislike the ruthless master who(works upon him'.
By now I have at least mentioned the chief human actors in
the tale. It remains for me to repair an omission and say some-
thing of that galaxy of Olympian gods whom the reader is faced
with at the very beginning of the poem and will meet as indi-
viduals on almost every page. This is no place for a disquisition

